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ABSTRACT 
 

Multi-class classification is extended form of binary classification. Binary classifier such as support vector 

machine ,nearest neighbor and decision tree impart a role of multi-class classification. In multi-class 

classification task of classification are performed by two different method such as one against one(OAO) and 

one against all(OAA). In process of such method featuer selection play important role in classification. The 

proper selection of feature depends on data blancing. Various authors and research modified the multiclass 

classification approach such as one against one and one against all. In both method OAO and OAA create a 

unclassified region for data and decrease the performance of classifier such as support vector machine. For the 

reduction of unclassified region we used feature reduction technique using radial basis function network. In this 

paper we modified the sampling technique for imbalance data  classification using multi-class classification. 

For the modification of multiclass classification binary support vector classifier used.For the experimental 

process we used reputed dataset such dataset provided by UCI macine learning respositry. Our proposed 

method implement in matlab 7.8.0 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Unbalanced dataset learning is a new paradigm of machine learning which has applicability in real time, since 

all the datasets of real time are of unbalanced nature. For example if you consider a case of medical surgery or 

scientific experimental analysis the cases in this study will not be of balanced category. The cases may be more 

in either positive category or negative category, thereby creating an unbalanced dataset. Unbalanced data set is 

that samples of some classes in the data set are more than samples of other classes, classes with more samples 

are called majority class, and on the other hand, classes with a few samples are called minority class [1]. In the 

case of unbalanced datasets the common shortcoming using traditional classifiers is that they misclassify 

minority dataset as majority dataset. In real time scenario this misclassification will cost a lot to the area of 

applicability in terms of money if it is banking domain, in terms of life if it is medical domain, in terms of 

quality if it is quality control domain etc. In real time domain the classification accuracy of minority class is as 
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equal as classification accuracy of majority class. There is an urgent need to improve the classificatory 

performance of minority class in the fields of machine learning and pattern recognition [2].  Imbalanced data 

classification often arises in many practical applications. Many classification approaches are developed by 

assuming the underlying training set is evenly distributed. The data imbalance is another problem existed in the 

multiclass classification for machine learning. In the process of machine learning (ML) if the ration of minority 

class and majority class is highly different then machine learns more by the majority class and learns less from 

minority class. So to resolve the issue of minority class in imbalance data set special characteristic technique is 

required[3]. Two more common approaches to solve this problem are data level approach and algorithm level 

approach. Data level approach rebalances the data before a classifier is trained and algorithm level approach 

strengthens the classifier. Alternatively, the learning algorithm can be modified to account for class imbalance. 

In this section we discuss cascaded model of RBF network for multi-class classification. The great advantage of 

RBF network is single layer processing unit and target output independent with input data. In the process of 

cascading input feature passes through margin of classifier, margin classifier function separate data into layers 

such as positive and negative in data space domain [4]. The part of positive and negative used as input in 

cascaded model. We applied to train a neural network to learn the classification features from the data samples 

of a minority class in the training set and to make more favorable decisions to the minority class. For the 

convenience of description, we referred to the two classes of data as minority and majority classes respectively. 

In many applications, if error is ineviTable, a neural network is expected to error on one particular class rather 

than the other The algorithm we investigated was to generate new minority data samples near the classification 

boundary using the Gaussian and add these new data samples to the training data. The neural networks trained 

on this set should make more favourable decision to the minority class with the minimization of 

misclassification of the majority class and have increased generalization capability [7]. For every data sample s 

of the minority class in the training set, we attempt to generate p new data samples around s subject to its local 

Gaussian distribution of the opposite class. Section-I gives the introduction of the data balancing. Section-II 

cascaded RBF function. multi-class classification technique in III. In section IV proposed algorithm. in section 

V discuss comparative result with standard parameter. Finally, in section-VI conclusion and future scope. 

 

II CASCADED RADIAL BAISE FUNCTION NETWORK (RBF) 

 

                                        Figure 1: shows that neuron structure of CRBF 
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A CRBF Network which is linear in the parameters provided all the RBF centers are prefixed. Given fixed 

centers i.e. no adjustable parameters the first layer or the hidden layer performs a fixed nonlinear transformation, 

which maps the input space onto a new space [15]. With n inputs and m hidden neurons is shown in Fig. 1. 

Such as network can be representd as 

………….1 

In which x is the input vector, xc; is the center and a2 is the width of the j th Gaussian hidden unit. Parameters 

wj are weights of the connections that feed the output unit. The output layer then implements a linear combiner 

on this new space and the only adjustable parameters are the weights of this linear combiner. These parameters 

can therefore be determined using the linear least mean square algorithm (LMS), which is an important 

advantage of this approach. This is basically how an RBF network works. Our CCRBF networks are as follows. 

The training begins with minimal structure (no hidden units), and then more connections, neurons are added to 

the network according to some redeemed rule. Adding the hidden units one by one is started by first creating a 

set of candidate hidden units, which can be done in many existent ways. Also, at this stage all the inputs are 

connected to all the candidate hidden units. Then cascade correlation criterion value is calculated for each 

candidate hidden unit as follows: 

 

……..2 

Where hi is the candidate unit output for i th training pattern, eik is the output error of the k th output unit, H is 

the mean of hi's and Ek is the mean of eik. The candidate hidden unit which gives the largest value for this 

criterion is installed to the network. The selected unit has the important property that its output values correlate 

most strongly (compared with other candidate units) with the residual error of the network outputs. The 

installation of the selected unit is done simply by connecting its output to all the network output units. Hereafter, 

the parameters of the new unit are frozen. Following the installation of the new unit, all the connections feeding 

the output units are trained to minimize the error of the network outputs. 

 

III OAA-DB 

The One-Against-All technique with Data Balancing (OAA-DB) algorithm is deal with the multi-class 

classification with imbalanced data. The fundamental principles under this approach are based on the attempt to 

balance data among classes before performing multi-class classification. The OAA-DB approach combines the 

OAA and the data balancing technique using the combination of SMOTE and CMTNN. The OAA-DB 
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technique is an extended algorithm from the OAA. It aims to improve the weakness of OAA because OAA has 

highly imbalanced data between classes when one class is compared with all the remaining classes [12]. 

Moreover, if OAA uses only the highest output value to predict an outcome, there is a high potential risk that the 

majority class can dominate the features of the prediction. The concept of codeword which is used also applied 

to this OAA-DB technique in order to define the confidence value of the prediction outcomes. The data 

balancing technique which combines of CMTNN and SMOTE, and followed by the algorithm of OAA-DB the 

purpose of the OAA-DB algorithm aims to reduce the ambiguity problem of the OAA approach. This is because 

the OAA approach consists of K binary classifiers and they are trained separately. This can cause the 

classification boundary to be drawn independently by each classifier as shown in Figure 2. The OAA approach 

may not generalise well on the test data. In this case, the confident bit of codeword and the data balancing 

technique with the OAA-DB algorithm are used in order to reduce these problems. The confident bit of 

codeword can be used to decide a class label with confidence at the overlapped region. The data balancing 

technique also aims to reduce the problem at the uncovered region. 

 

Figure 2:  Classification boundaries drawn by classifiers trained with the OAA approach 

IV PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

In this section we discuss cascaded model of RBF network for multi-class classification. The great advantage of 

RBF network is single layer processing unit and target output independent with input data. In the process of 

cascading input feature passes through margin of classifier, margin classifier function separate data into layers 

such as positive and negative in data space domain. The part of positive and negative used as input in cascaded 

model. We applied to train a neural network to learn the classification features from the data samples of a 

minority class in the training set and to make more favorable decisions to the minority class. For the 

convenience of description, we referred to the two classes of data as minority and majority classes respectively. 

In many applications, if error is inevitable, a neural network is expected to error on one particular class rather 

than the other The algorithm we investigated was to generate new minority data samples near the classification 

boundary using the Gaussian and add these new data samples to the training data. The neural networks trained 

on this set should make more favorable decision to the minority class with the minimization of misclassification 
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of the majority class and have increased generalization capability. For every data sample s of the minority class 

in the training set, we attempt to generate p new data samples around s subject to its local Gaussian distribution 

of the opposite class. Let us assume the input vector is M dimensional 

1. Data are divvied into training and test 

2. The training phase data are passes through SMOTE AND CMTNN sampler 

3. The sampling of data passes through CRBF AND balanced the data for minority and majority ratio of class 

4. The sampled data assigned to k-type binary class 

5. Binary class data are coded in bit form 

6. if code bit value is single assigned the class value 

7. Else data goes to training phase 

8. Balanced part of training is updated 

 

 
Figure 3: process block diagram of modified OAA-CRBF 

 

V EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

In this section we discuss the modification of our cascaded model over binary classifier. The basic classifier 

used as support vector machine. The kernel of support vector machine is replaced with cascaded RBF kernel 

function. It also called two kernel function of classification. For the performance evaluation we used six dataset 

forms UCI machine learning respositry. These datasets are cancer, glass, iris, page ,yeast and finally wine 

dataset are used. Our modified classifier implements in matlab 7.8.0 software package and used library function 

of support vector machine. Here we shows some classified data region using SVM and cascaded RBF model. 
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Figure 4 shows that classification process of support vector machine with cascaded RBF network.  

In this figure shows that three region of data train data, test data and finally classified data. 

The empericla evaluation of data in all dataset shows against with method and find accuracy and error rate basis 

on class ratio of classifier. All these method such as OAA, OAA-DB and OAA-CRBF as tabuler form.For 

Cancer Data, glass data and all data find accuracy and error show that perforance of classifier. 

Table 1 gives the classification accuraacy and error rate of cancer data 

 

Table 2 gives the classification accuraacy and error rate of iris data 

 

Table 3 gives the classification accuraacy and error rate of glass data 
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Table 4 gives the classification accuraacy and error rate of yeast data 

 

All these shows that performance valuation of one against all, one against all with balance data and finally one 

against all cascade RBF network 

 

Figure 5: shows that comprative performance analysis of OAA, OAA-DB and OAA-CRBF method for data 

balancing for multi-class classification for cancer dataset.  Result shows that the data imbalancing factor are 

reduces, the accuracy of classification are increases.   
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Figure 6 shows that comprative performance analysis of OAA, OAA-DB and OAA-CRBF method for data 

balancing for multi-class classification for Glass dataset.  Result shows that the data imbalancing factor are 

reduces, the accuracy of classification are increases.  

 

Figure 7: shows that comprative performance analysis of OAA, OAA-DB and OAA-CRBF method for data 

balancing for multi-class classification for Iris dataset.  Result shows that the data imbalancing factor are 

reduces, the accuracy of classification are increases.  

 

Figure 8: shows that comprative performance analysis of OAA, OAA-DB and OAA-CRBF method for data 

balancing for multi-class classification for Yeast dataset.  Result shows that the data imbalancing factor are 

reduces, the accuracy of classification are increases.  
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VI CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper we discuss the improved multi-class classification technique based on cascaded RBF network. The 

cascaded RBF network improved the accuracy of minority class of classifier and reduces the unclassified region 

in multi-class classification. The increasing of multi-class classification region improved the accuracy and 

performance of classifier. Our empirical result shows better result in compression of one against all with 

balanced data in multi-class classification. The cascaded RBF network also improved the performance of 

classifier in terms of complexity of computation. We showed through experimental results that the cascaded 

algorithm is effective in the training of both SVM and neural networks. We speculate that the algorithm can be 

extrapolated to the general classification problem of P classes within which the p classes are to be emphasized, 

where p < P. By generating noise data samples along the classification boundaries for these p classes using the 

noise cascaded algorithm, the trained neural network would have increased classification capability and 

generalization ability over the p classes. 

. 
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